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IMPORTANT: The instruction manual you are holding includes essential information on the safety measures to be implemented for installation and start-up. Therefore, the installer as well as the user must read the instructions before beginning installation and start-up.
Keep this manual for future reference.

1. ELECTRICAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Install the Receiver-Modulator where it is protected from corrosion, outside metal boxes and at a distance from metal pipes or electrical cables that can block the Radio Frequency signal from the remote control.
The Receiver-Modulator is connected to the 230 Vac mains by means of two terminals indicated MAINS, and to the primary input of the transformer (230 Vac) by means of the terminals indicated TRF (See attached diagram).
The transformer should be sized to supply the corresponding VA to the installed projectors. The receiver can support up to maximum of 700 VA.

2. OPERATION OF THE PUSHBUTTONS:

ON / OFF:
• Turn on - Turn off the spotlight.
• By pressing and holding once (whether the spotlight is on or off) will place the receiver in the “Learning” phase, enabling you to activate the remote control by pressing any key of the Control once.

COLOUR / SEQ:
• Each stroke will advance a phase, change the colour or sequence.
• Pressing and holding once will place the projector in white.
• Pressing and holding it will synchronise all the projectors.

NOTE: The Remote Control should be switched off when you are using the pushbuttons of the CONTROL BOX.

LED indicator: By observing the operation of the green led of the CONTROL BOX, you can determine the operation phase of the spotlight:
• Led off: No electrical power.
• Led continuously on: Spotlight on
• Flashing: A colour or sequence has been changed
• Quick flashing: LEARNING operation

3. COMMUNICATION OF CONTROL BOX WITH REMOTE CONTROL

Activating the Remote Control
o Press and hold the OFF key of the Control Box. The green led will start to flash indicating that it is in the Learning operation.
o Press any key of the Remote Control.
o A Remote Control can supervise 2 Control Boxes.

Cancelling the Remote Control
o If another Remote Control is activated, the first one is cancelled.